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Comrades Ferhat Erebo and Metîn Dicle are immortal!

Comrades Şenol Sağaltıcı (Ferhat Erebo) and Ümit Tekin (Metîn Dîcle) were assassinated
while on a mission in Rojava on September 16. Sağaltıcı  and Tekin were martyred in an
ambush.

Comrade Ferhat is an Arab from Antakya/Samandağ, Comrade Metîn is a Kurd from Mêrdîn.
They met the revolutionary struggle against fascism and colonialism in Turkey and Bakurê
Kurdistan. They joined the ranks of the party, the vanguard detachment of Kurdish, Turkish,
Arab, Armenian, Assyrian and Syriac workers and laborers. Two people, Arab and Kurdish, of
Arab  Alawite  and  Shafi  sect,  recreate  themselves  in  a  brand  new philosophy  and  belief
system.  They  develop  by  leap  as  they  realize  and  grasp  that  being  good  people  with  a
conscience  is  not  enough to  build  a  new world.  Their  feelings,  thoughts  and actions  are
shaped according to the principles of this new human.

Their search for equality, justice and freedom connects them to the horizon of communism.
They attain the scientific foundations of a classless, limitless, genderless world. They embark
on a militant struggle to establish paradise on earth. Two good and beautiful people turn into
two communist pioneers. In Rojava they become Ferhat and Metîn.

They unite their destinies with the Rojava revolution, which opens the door to the free and
humane  coexistence  of  Kurds,  Arabs  and  all  other  peoples  and  faiths  in  the  country  of
Kurdistan.

Comrade  Şenol  Sağaltıcı  (Ferhat  Erebo)  joined  the  Rojava  revolution  in  2012,  taking
responsibility for the vanguard group of the MLKP. The trainings he received and the needs of
the Rojava revolution require him to position himself in the field of health. Until 2014, he
carried out a founding work in this field. He took part in the construction of Martyr Xebat
Military  Hospital.  He  treated  hundreds  of  wounded.  He  is  ready  for  every  task  for  the
construction of the revolution. And he devoted himself to the revolution with all his mind,
body and talents.

In 2014, he switched directly to military field. He was assigned as a column commander in
the Hesekê Martyr Abbas Mobile Battalion. Here he is also the team commander of MLKP
fighters. He took part in many moves. He was seriously wounded in the Minbic offensive. He
went through a difficult treatment process and suffered great damage to his body. But his
mind and emotions were intact. His loyalty to the revolution, the party, his comrades and his
people was very strong. He derived great ideological and political morale from the alliance of
the Kurdish and Arab peoples. As one of the Şengül Boran Party School commanders, he
played a role in the training of dozens of young fighters. He worked hard to ensure that young
people become determined militants of the defense of the country on the battlefields.

Comrade Ümit Tekin (Metîn Dîcle) joined the party ranks in Amed. He spent a short time in
the  dungeons of  Amed.  As a  socialist  patriot,  he undertook tasks  to  fight  for  the Rojava
revolution in Rojava. In 2018, he moved to the Rojava area of Kurdistan. After his military
training, he took a position in the International Freedom Battalion for a while. In the face of



the invasion attacks of the Turkish state, he took on the tasks of preparing and deploying the
people in Serêkaniyê for self-defense. He fought for the Kurdish and Arab peoples, especially
the youth, to take part in the defense of the revolution and played a leading role in organizing.
He revealed a new quality in youth organization.

Comrades Ferhat and Metin became the vanguard militants of MLKP Kurdistan in Rojava.
They fought for the Rojava revolution to advance on an anticapitalist, anti-imperialist line.
They defended the revolution against the ideological,  political  and military attacks of the
fascist Turkish state and regional reactionaries against the Rojava revolution. They carried out
work to enlighten and organize the people against the bourgeois classes and their style of
politics that tried to emerge in the revolution. In order to defend the Rojava revolution, they
carried the responsibility to fight for the regional and world revolution.

In the struggle against capitalism, occupation and colonialism, they took the waving of the red
flag  with  the  hammer  and  sickle  in  Rojava  not  just  as  a  color,  but  as  a  communist
responsibility  towards  the  revolution.  They fought  for  this  until  the  last  moment  of  their
revolutionary existence.

It  is  obvious  that  behind  this  treacherous  ambush  against  our  comrades  is  the  fascist
colonialist Turkish state, a component of the imperialist capitalist order. There will always be
those who cooperate with it, who sell themselves for a penny of money and bourgeois dreams.
The hitmen who think that they will build a new life for themselves through the blood of
revolutionaries should not forget that sooner or later they will be held to account. Our Party
and our peoples who protect their values will never forget this.

Our call to all our people. The vile hitmen are known. Do not harbor them among you. Those
who know the whereabouts of these human scums and hide them should know that their hands
are also stained with the blood of our comrades.

We know that the people of Rojava, Kurdistan and Turkey will honor their martyrs. They will
grow the revolution and revolutionary struggle in every field they are in. Salute to those who
carry their martyrs like an honor.

We offer our condolences to the families of our comrades. We are proud of you for raising
such beautiful children. Now you have hundreds of children.

No matter what the cost, the flag with the hammer and sickle, raised by the labor and blood of
our comrades, will continue to fly in these lands. When you murdered comrade Baran Serhat,
we declared this in the strongest way. Today you attacked comrades Ferhat and Metîn and we
are determined to do the same.

The  Rojava  revolution  will  live.  We  will  not  give  up  the  struggle  for  the  defense  and
development of the Rojava revolution at all costs.

Down with capitalism. Down with the colonialist, occupying Turkish and regional states.

Down with the traitors and collaborators who act in cooperation with them.

Comrades Metîn Dîcle and Ferhat Erebo are immortal!

Long live our Rojava revolution!

Long live Free Kurdistan!


